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Abstract: In recent years, the instability of nano scale structures has become of great interest for scientists .
In this work the ability of Homotopy perturbation and modified Adomian decomposition methods for 
modeling the effect of Van der Waals attraction in the nonlinear instability of cantilever and doubly-
supported Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT) based bio sensor and nano bio sensor is  comparatively investigated. 
The critical value system deflection at the onset of the instability is computed as the basic parameter for 
sensor applications. It is found that using Homotopy perturbation method (HPM) in solving nano structures
problems can lead to physically incorrect results. The values of the instability parameters computed by 
HPM series converge to the values which originally differ from those obtained by numerical methods. Even
more, in the case of doubly-supported CNT or nano sensor, the conventional series diverge from numerical 
solution as the number of series terms  increases. These shortcomings are not observed for modified 
Adomian series.
Key words: Bio sensor • nonlinear differential equation • homotopy perturbation • modified adomian 
decomposition • instability
INTRODUCTION
Recently nano-cantilever based biosensors become one of the most components in evaluating live systems. 
These systems transform bio molecular reactions at the nano scale into mechanical work at multiple nano-, meso-
and macroscopic length scales [1-5]. Cantilever sensors offer the unique ability to convert bio molecular reactions 
occurring on one side of the cantilever into mesoscopic bending moment for bio sensing and smart nano-robotic
applications. The low-cost sensors not only show fast response, high sensitivity and suitable for parallelization 
intoarrays, but also provide common platforms for label-free analysis such as DNA hybridization, antigen-antibody
binding and drug discovery [6-11]. One of the main advantages of the cantilever sensors is the ability to detect 
interacting compounds without the need of introducing an optically detectable label on the binding entities. In the 
recent years, very exciting and significant advances in biochemical detection have been made using cantilever 
sensors. Direct, label-free detection of DNA and proteins have been demonstrated (Fig. 1) using silicon cantilevers 
[12]. By applying nano-scale continuum models the governing equation of free standing CNT based sensor and 
cantilever bio sensor can be derived as  [13-19]:
n
n
(IV) f 0 (n 3,4,5)y x−+ = = (1)
In recent decades, various mathematical methods, such as Adomian decomposition [20, 21], variational iteration 
[22, 23], homotopy perturbation [24, 25], etc. have been proposed for solving nonlinear problems. The
decomposition method proposed by Adomian has been widely used to solve stochastic systems [26-30]
and engineering problems [17, 29-30]. due to the convenience of the computations. Several investigators made 
attempt to improve Adomian decomposition [31, 32]. Rach [28] proposed a systematic formula for computing the
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Fig. 1: Detection of label-free DNA hybridization using nano mechanical cantilevers [3]
Adomian's polynomials . Further modification of the polynomials was also provided by Gabet [32]. A powerful 
modification of the Adomian decomposition method was proposed by Wazwaz [33]. This modification highly 
accelerates the convergence of the decomposition polynomials and it is  applied for solving higher order boundary 
value problems [34-36]. homotopy perturbation was first proposed by He [24] and was used to solve nonlinear 
engineering and other problems [13-16, 37, 38] The major drawback of traditional perturbation technique is the over 
dependence on the existence of very small parameter [39]. This condition restricts the applications of perturbation 
method in solving strongly nonlinear problems which do not contain the so-called small parameter. However HPM 
method does not depend on a small parameter. It has been shown that HPM is powerful and convenient technique 
that can effectively solve a large class of highly nonlinear problems with comp onents converging rapidly to accurate 
solutions [13-15, 39-42].
Herein, the limitations/advantages of Homotopy Perturbation and modified Adomian decomposition (MAD)
methods in solving constitutive equation of CNT and NEMS (equation (1)) are investigated. In addition, numerical 
solution is obtained using MAPLE commercial software and presented solutions are compared with the numerical 
results. The precision and convergence speed of both methods are compared.
GOVERNING EQUATION
Freestanding nano sensor: Figure 2 depicts schematic cantilever and doubly-supported nao sensor suspended over 
a fixed electrode with small gap between them. Based on continuum mechanics, the governing equation of a 
freestanding nano switch with rectangular section with widths of b and thickness of t by considering the Van der 
Waals attraction can be derived as [30]:
4
eff 4 3
d U Aw
E I
dX 6p(g U)
=
−
(2a)
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2 3
2 3
dU(0) d U(L) dU(L)
U(0) 0
dX dX dX
= = = = for cantilever beam (2b)
dU dU
U(0) (0) U(L) (L) 0
dX dX
= = = = for doubly-supported beam (2c)
where A is the Hamaker constant, X is the position along the NEMS measured from the clamped end(s) and U is the 
deflection of NEMS. The length of NEMS is L and the initial gap between NEMS and the ground is g. Equations 
(2a-d) can be made dimensionless using the following substitutions:
x = X/L (3a)
U
u
g
= (3b)
4
3 4
eff
AwLf
6 g E I
=
π
(3c)
These transformations yield,
4
3
4 3
fd u
dx (1 u(x))
=
−
(4a)
u(0) u(0) 0′= = (BC. For Cantilever and Doubly-supported nano switch) (4b)
u (1) u (1) 0′′ ′′′= = (BC. For Cantilever nano switch) (4c)
u(1) u (1) 0′= = (BC. For Doubly-supported nano switch) (4d)
Note that at the onset of the buckling instability, the maximum deflection of the NEMs increases abruptly. In 
mathematical view, the slope of u-f3 curve reaches infinity when instability occurs, i.e. du/df3(x=1)→8  and 
du/df3(x=0.5)→8  for cantilever and doubly-supported nano switch, respectively. As a convenient approach, the 
values of critical van der Waals force, f3* and the corresponding switch critical deflection can be acquired via 
plotting u(x=1) vs. f3 for cantilever and u(x=0.5) vs. f3 for doubly-supported switch. In order to apply HPM and 
MAD methods for simulating the deflection and the instability of NEMS, the substitution y=1-u is used to rewrite 
equation (4) into the following form:
4
3
3
d y f
dx y(x)
= − (5a)
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the nano-beam: (a) Cantilever (b) Doubly-supported
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y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 0 (5b)
y'' (1) = 0, y''' (1) = 0 (For Cantilever nano switch) (5c)
y(1) = 1, y'(1) = 0 (For Doubly-supported nano switch) (5d)
CNT based sensor: Figure 3 depicts schematic cantilever and doubly-supported CNT based sensors  suspended 
over graphite with small gap between them. With the decrease in dimensions from micro to nano-scale, CNT 
deflects to the substrate due to the van der Waals interaction between CNT and graphite. Especially, when the 
separation is sufficiently small, the nanotube becomes unstable and buckles onto the graphite layers. Based on 
continuum mechanics, the governing equation of a freestanding single-walled CNT over graphite surface can be 
derived as [16]:
2 2
6
44
eff 4 2 2
6
5
C R For large number of graphene layers
d(D U)d UE I
dX 4C NR
For small number of graphene layers
(D U Nd/2)
 σ π
 −= 
σ π
 − +
(6a)
dU
U(0) (0) 0
dX
= = (6b)
2 3
2 3
d U d U(L) (L) 0
dX dX
= = (For Cantilever CNT) (6c)
dU
U(L) (L) 0
dX
= = (For Doubly-supported CNT) (6d)
where X is the position along the CNT measured from the clamped end(s) and U is the deflection of CNT. The
length of CNT is L and the initial gap between CNT and the ground is D. In above relation, Eeff, I, σ and C6 are the
CNT Young’s modulus, cross-sectional moment of inertia, graphene surface density and attractive constant, 
respectively. The constants d and N are the graphite interlayer distance and number of layers, respectively. 
Equations (6a-d) can be made dimensionless using the following substitutions:
x = X/L (7a)
U
For large number of layers (n 4)
Du
U
For small number of layers (n 5)
D N d/ 2
 == 
 =
 +
(7b)
2 2 4
6
5
eff
n 2 2 4
6
6
eff
C RL
For large number of layers         (n 4)
dE ID
f
4C NRL
For small number of layers        (n 5)
E I(D Nd/2)
 σ π
=
= 
σ π = +
(7c)
These transformations yield,
4
n
4 n
d u f
dx (1 u(x))
=
−
(8a)
u(0) u(0) 0′= = (BC. For Cantilever and Doubly-supported CNT) (8b)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3: A CNT over a graphite ground plane (a) Cantilever CNT (b) doubly-supported CNT
u (1) u (1) 0′′ ′′′= = (BC. For Cantilever CNT) (8c)
u(1) u (1) 0′= = (BC. For Doubly-supported CNT) (8d)
Note that at the onset of the buckling instability, the maximum deflection of the CNT increases abruptly . In
mathematical view, the slope of u-fn curve reaches infinity when instability occurs, i.e. dw/dfn(z=1)→8  and 
du/dfn(x=0.5)→8  for cantilever and doubly-supported CNT, respectively. As a convenient approach, the values of 
critical van der Waals  force, fn* and the corresponding CNT critical deflection can be acquired via plotting u(x=1)
vs. fn for cantilever and u(x=0.5) vs. fn for doubly-supported CNT. In order to apply decomposition methods for 
simulating the deflection and the instability of CNT, the substitution y=1-u is used to rewrite equation (14) into the 
following form:
4
n
n
d y f (n 3,4)
dx y(x)
= − = (9a)
y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 0 (9b)
y'' (1) = 0, y''' (1) = 0 (For Cantilever CNT) (9c)
y(1) = 1, y'(1) = 0 (For Doubly-supported CNT) (9d)
SOLUTION METHODS
Homotopy perturbation solution: To illustrate the basic ideas of homotopy-perturbation method for solving non-
linear differential equations, the following equation is considered [24]:
A(u) f s 0,s− ( ) = ∈ Ω (10)
with boundary conditions
uB u, 0,s
n
∂  = ∈ Γ ∂ 
(11)
where A is a general differential operator, B is a boundary operator, f(s) is a known analytical function and ? is the 
boundary of the domain ? . The operator A can be divided into linear, L and nonlinear, N, parts. Therefore, equation 
(10) can be rewritten as follows:
L(u) N(u) f s 0,s+ − ( ) = ∈ Ω (12)
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The structure of homotopy perturbation method is constructed as follows:
0H(y,p) (1 p) L(y) L(u ) p A(y) f(s) 0= − − + − =       (13)
where
y(s,p): [0,1] RΩ × → (14)
In equation (13), p∈[0, 1] is an embedding parameter and u0 is the first approximation that satisfies the 
boundary condition. It is assumed that the solution of equation (12) can be written as a power series in terms of p, as 
following:
k 2 3
k 0 1 2 3
k 0
y p y y py p y p y
∞
=
= = + + + +∑  (15)
and the best approximation for the solution is
k
k 0 1 2 3p 1 p 1
k 0
u limy lim p y y y y y
∞
→ →
=
= = = + + + +∑  (16)
The above convergence is discussed in [24].
Using the transformation dy/dx=w(x), dw/dx=v(x), dv/dx=z(x), we can rewrite the boundary value problem
(equation (1)) as a system of differential equations:
dy
w(x)
dx
= (17a)
dw
v(x)
dx
= (17b)
dv
z(x)
dx
= (17c)
n
n
dz f
dx y(x)
= − (17d)
with y(0)=1, w(0)=0, v(0)=A, z(0)=B, which A and B are second and third derivative of y with respect to x at x=0,
respectively.
Integrating equation 17(a-d), we get the following system of integral equations:
x
0
y(x) 1 w(t)dt= + ∫ (18a)
x
0
w(x) 0 v(t)dt= + ∫ (18b)
x
0
v(x) A z(t)dt= + ∫ (18c)
( )x nn0z(x) B f y(x) dt
−= − ∫ (18d)
Substituting equation (15) in equation 18(a-d), we have
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xk k
k k0k 0 k 0
p y 1 p w dt
∞ ∞
= =
 = +  
 
∑ ∑∫ (19a)
xk k
k k0k 0 k 0
p w 0 p v dt
∞ ∞
= =
 = +  
 
∑ ∑∫ (19b)
xk k
k k0k 0 k 0
p v A p z dt
∞ ∞
= =
 = +  
 
∑ ∑∫ (19c)
xk k
k n k,n
0k 0 k 0
p z B f p dt
∞ ∞
= =
 
 = − ϕ
 
 
∑ ∑∫ (19d)
The functions ϕk,n approximating the nonlinear term nky− are determined in Taylor series [25],
nk
i
k,n ik
i 0
p 0
1 d
p y
k!dp
−∞
=
=
  
φ =   
   
∑ (20)
The expansion of above relation is given in appendix A. With comparing the coefficient of similar powers of p,
see Appendix B, the solution of equation (1) can be summarizing to:
2 3 4 5 2 6
3 7 4 2
Bx Cx ( ) x (4 2 ) A x 2(10 3 )A (4 2 )B x
u(x) Ax [ ]
2! 3! 1 4! 1 5! 1 1 6!
(20 4 )6A (10 3 )6B (4 2 )C x (35 5 )24A (20 4 )36A B[ ] [
1 1 1 7! 1 1
(5 3 )
α + β + γ β α + β + γ β α + β + γβ α + β+γβ
= − − − + − + −
+ δ + δ + δ + δ
α + β + γ β α + β + β α + β + γ β α + β + γ β α + β+γβ+ − + − + −
+ δ + δ + δ + δ + δ
α + β + β+
2 86B (10 3 )8AC (4 2 )( ) x] ....
1 1 1 8!
α + β + γ β α + β + γβ α + β + γ β+ + +
+ δ + δ + δ (21)
The unknown coefficients A and B can obtain from boundary conditions u"(1)=0 and u"'(1)=0. 
Modified Adomian (MAD) series solution: In order to solve equation (1) by MAD analytical method, consider the 
following fourth-order boundary-value problem:
( ) ( ) ( )4 by x f x,y , 0 x L= ≤ ≤ (22a)
( ) ( )0 1y 0 , y 0′= α = α (22b)
Equation (22-a) can be represented as:
( ) ( ) ( )4L y x f x ,y  =  (23)
where L(n) and its corresponding inverse operator L(-n) are the n-fold differential and integral operators respectively, 
which are define as
( )
( )
( )
n
n
n
dL
dx
= (24-a)
( ) ( )
x xn
0 0
n
L ... . dx...dx− = ∫ ∫ (24-b)
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Employing the MAD method [27, 28], the dependent variable in equation (22) can be written as:
( ) ( )n
n 0
y x y x
∞
=
= ∑ (25)
According to [39] and using the relations (22) and (25), the following recursive equations can be provided:
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
0 0
42 3
1 1 1 2 0
4
n 1 k
y x
1 1y x x C x C x L A
2 3!
y x L A
−
−
+
= α
= α + + +   
=   
(26)
In the above relations the coefficient Ak is determined from the nonlinear part of the function f(x,y) (N[f]) via 
the MAD polynomials:
[ ] n
n 0
N f A
∞
=
= ∑ (27)
Refer to [26] it can further be presented as the following convenient equations
n
n v 0
v 1
A C(v,n)h (f )
=
= ∑ (28)
where
i
ii
v k
pp i 1
1
C(v,n) f
k!=
= ∑ ∏ (29)
and ki is the number of repetition in the fpi, the values of pi are selected from the following range by combination 
without repetition
v
i i i
i 1
k p n; n 0, 0 i n, 1 p n v 1
=
= > ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ − +∑ (30)
In equation (28), hv(f0) is calculated by differentiating the nonlinear terms of f, v times with respect to g at λ = 0
and can be represented as follows:
v
v 0 0v
dh (f ) [f( )]
dg λ =
= λ (31)
Hence, it is convenient to obtain the Adomian polynomials as:
0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
2
2 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 2 0
3 1 0 2 0 3 0
3
3 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 3 0
A h (f )
A C(1,1)h ( g ) f h ( f )
1
A C(1,2)h ( f ) C(2,2)h ( f ) f h (f ) f h (f )
2!
A C(1,3)h ( f ) C(2,3)h ( f ) C(3,3)h (f )
1f h ( f ) f f h (f ) f h (f )
3!
......
=
= =
= + = +
= + +
= + +
(32)
Now by using relations (32), the series terms yn are obtained from recursive relations (26) as the followings: 
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n
n n
n
0
2 3 4n
1 1 2
6 7 8
2 n 1 2 n
2 2 2
8 9 2 101 1 2 1 1 2
3 n n
2 2 32
2 11 122
y 1
1 1 f
y C x C x x
2! 3! 4!
1 1 1
y nf ( C x C x f x )
6! 7! 8!
C C C n C n(n 1)(15C 10C )y 3n(n 1)f x 10n(n 1) f x f x
8! 9! 10!
n f 35n(n 1)f(n 35n(n 1))C
f x x
11! 12!
=
= + −
= + −
+ + −= − + − + +
+ ++ +
+ −
(33)
Therefore, the solution of equation (1) can be summarized to:
( ) ( )n n n n
2 3 4 6 7 8 9
2
1 2 n 1 n 2 n 1 n n 1 2 n
10 11 12
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
1 1 2 2
x x x x x x x
u(x) C C f Cnf C nf (3n(n 1)C nf )f 10n(n 1 ) C C f
2! 3! 4! 6! 7! 8! 9!
x x x
n C n(n 1)(15C 10C ) f (n 35n(n 1))f C n f 35n(n 1)f ...
10! 11! 12!
= − − + − − + + + + +
− + + − − + + + + + +
(34)
The unknown coefficients C1 and C2 can obtain from boundary conditions u"(1)=0 and u"'(1)=0. 
CASE STUDIES AND COMPARISON OF THE METHODS
To compare HPM and MAD methods, typical cantilever and doubly-supported CNT and nano switch are
modeled using both mentioned decomposition methods and the results are compared with numerical solution.
Cantilever case: Figure 4 shows the variation of tip deflection (u(x=1)) of typical cantilever CNT/NEMS (fn=0.5)
obtained by HPM and MAD methods using various series terms. As seen, the MAD series converges faster to the
numerical solution in comparison with the HPM series.
When fn exceeds the critical value, fn*, no solution exists for w and the buckling occurs. Table 1 shows the 
convergence of instability characteristics (fn*) for cantilever CNT/NEMS obtained by various series terms. This table
reveals that HPM converges to an instability value which is different from the numerical one. However, this 
shortcoming is not observed in the case of the MAD series and the instability value obtained by MAD method
converges to that of numerical solution.
Double-cantilever case: Figure 5 shows the variation of mid-point deflection for doubly-supported CNT/NEMS 
(fn=5) as a function of series terms. This figure reveals that conventional decomposition can not be applied for
Table 1: Convergence check of critical values of f (fn*) for cantilever case. Despite HPM, the fn* values obtained by MAD series converge to 
those of numerical values
Method 3 Terms 5 Terms 6 Terms 8 Terms 10 Terms Numerical
f2* HPM Can’t determine Can’t determine 4 1.521 1.412 1.680
MAD 2.179 1.739 Can’t determine
f3* HPM Can’t determine Can’t  determine 2.667 1.060 1.008 1.204
MAD 1.508 1.234 Can’t determine
f4* HPM Can’t determine Can’t determine 2 0.8146 0.7853 0.9391
MAD 1.1551 0.9577 Can’t determine
f5* HPM Can’t determine Can’t determine 1.6 0.6616 0.6434 0.7695
MAD 0.9360 0.7827 Can’t determine
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Table 2: The critical van der Waals force (fn*) for doubly-supported case
1 terms 2 terms 3 terms 4 terms 5 terms 6 terms Numerical
f2* Can’t determine fn* Can’t determine fn* 93.000 Can’t determine fn* 71.758 Can’t determine fn* 70.063
f3* Can’t determine fn* Can’t determine fn* 64.000 Can’t determine fn* 50.750 Can’t determine fn* 50.094
f4* Can’t determine fn* Can’t determine fn* 49.1626 Can’t determine fn* 39.3133 Can’t determine fn* 38.9976
f5* Can’t determine fn* Can’t determine fn* 39.8103 Can’t determine fn* 32.1010 Can’t determine fn* 31.9301
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Fig. 4: Variation of tip deflection as a function of selected Adomian series terms for typical cantilever CNT/NEMS 
(fn=0.5): (a) n=3, (b) n=4 (c) n=5
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Fig. 5: Variation of tip deflection as a function of selected Adomian series terms for typical doubly-supported
CNT/NESM (fn=5): (a) n=3, (b) n=4 (c) n=5
modeling the CNT/NEMS deflection. As seen, while the MAD method rapidly converges to the numerical solution, 
HPM series diverges from it.
Furthermore, Table 2 shows the convergence of fn* for doubly-supported CNT/NEMS obtained by MAD using 
various series terms. As seen, fn* values obtained by MAD series converge to that of numerical value. In Table 1,
only the fn* values obtained by MAD are presented since the HPM method is not able to model the double-supported
CNT/NEMS. Note that while some series (Even term series) are able to approximate the CNT deflection (Fig. 5),
they cannot determine the instability of the CNT. This limitation should be considered in simulations to avoid 
physically worthless results.
CONCLUSION
In this work, the Homotopy perturbation and modified Adomian decomposition methods are applied to simulate 
the mechanical behavior of cantilever and doubly-supported CNT and NEMS suspending over graphite surface or 
fixed electrode. The critical van der Waals  force at the onset of the instability is computed and the results are
compared with numerical solution. 
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Results reveal that Homotopy perturbation provides computational errors in simulating van der Waals  force-
induced deflection and instability of CNT/NEMS. The values of instability characteristics computed by HPM series
converge to the values which differ from those obtained by numerical methods. Even more, in the doubly-supported
case, the deflection value computed HPM series is very different from that of numerical method.
Interestingly, none of the mentioned shortcomings are observed for modified Adomian series. Compared to 
HPM method, the modified Adomian provides acceptable results , converges rapidly to numerical solution and can
easily be utilized to simulate the instability of freestanding CNT and nano switch. Although some series can
approximate the deflection (far from the instability point of the system), but they can not determine the instability of 
the nanotube and nano switches . This limitation should be considered in CNT and NEMS modeling to avoid 
physically meaningless results .
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